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Introduction

In our previous paper [4] collaborated with Y. Hirata, we have introduc-
ed the notion of ^-convolution of vector valued distributions, which is a natu-
ral extension of the notion of the usual convolution of scalar valued distribu-
tions. On the other hand, in the Schwartz theory of convolution [11] [12],
the problem concerning convolution has been worked out from a different
standpoint. For instance, let 91, 9i and R be three normal spaces of distribu-
tions on RN, TV-dimensional Euclidean space. Let \J : 9t x dί-^Jl be a bilinear
map which is hypocontinuous with respect to the bounded subsets of <^and
di. Let E, F, G be three Banach spaces and θ: ExF-+G be a continuous bili-
near map. He asked the question whether it would be possible to define a
unique bilinear map \JΘ\ 9t(E) x <9C(F)-^»JI(G) in such a way that the map
satisfies the following conditions:

(a) \JΘ is hypocontinuous with respect to the bounded subsets of 9t(E)
and 3ί{F\

(b) For decomposed elements, that is, for elements of the type S(g)e and
Γ(g)/of 3t(E) and di{F) we have

Under certain plausible conditions imposed on 9ί, £K and M, the problem
has been settled definitely. Consider the convolution map *: 9ί x dί-^Jl which
is, by definition [1211, a separately continuous map coinciding on 2) x 2) with
the usual convolution. Suppose that * is hypocontinuous with respect to the
bounded subsets of 9ί and 3i. Now if we take the map * for the map \J
above, then the problem just described turns out to be the one concerning
the convolution. Although his theory sheds a new light on the basic opera-
tions of vector valued distributions, there remains something to be desired
as to the convolution maps:

(1) Since the map * need not agree with the usual convolution (the ex-
ample is given in [14]), S*T may have only relative meanings and a fortiori
the same for S*ΘT.

(2) Even if the * agrees with the usual convolution, S*0Ϊ, considered as
convolution of two vector valued distributions, has no intrinsic meanings,
but may depend on dt(E) and £i(F) in which S and T are contained respec-
tively.
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Centering around these two points, especially (2), the present paper is
devoted to the investigation of the convolution map *β.

Most normal spaces of distributions 9ί referred to as examples in Sch-
wartz [11] [12] satisfy the further conditions: 9t is closed under the forma-
tion of multiplication by any β e £ and the linear endomorphism S-+βS of 9t
is uniformly continuous with respect to β in any bounded subset of k. 91
equipped with this property is referred to as a Jί-normal space in this paper.

In Section 1, where we are concerned with some preliminary discussions
on locally convex spaces and convolutions, we show that any continuous linear
map of a ^-normal space of distributions into 2)' is of the form S->S*Γ (in
the usual sense) when the map agrees on 2) with the usual convolution. Such
a convolution map is called strict in order to be distinguished from the one
in the sense of Schwartz [12]. Section 2 deals with ^-convolution of two
vector valued distributions which will be defined after the model of r-con-
volution of our previous paper [4]. Several equivalent conditions on *θ-com-
posability are also discussed here, ^-convolution of 5 6 2)'(2?) and f € Q)'(F)
will be denoted by S*θf, where E, F, G are locally convex spaces and G is as-
sumed quasi-complete and θ: ExF~>G is a separately continuous bilinear map.
Evidently the meanings of ϊ>*θϊ just defined is entirely different-from the
one considered before as a solution of a general problem. Γh Section 3 a brief
discussion is devoted to the subject on ^-^'-convolution of two vector valued
tempered distributions after the model of the theory of ^'-convolution [13]
and the treatments in the preceding section.

In Section 4 we shall consider a convolution map of a space of vector
valued distributions into another one. We show that if u is a continuous
linear map of 9ί{K) into 2)'(G) and agrees on Q)<ξξ)E with the 0-convolution by
a f 6 Q)'(F\ then u(S) = S*θf whenever 9ί is ^-normal and θ is hypocontinu-
ous with respect to the compact disks of E. As an application of the result
just obtained we can show that if 9t is ^-normal and u is a continuous linear
map of £t(E) into Q)r(G) commuting with any translation on Q)(g)E, then u(S)
— S*θf, for a f 6 Q)f(2b(E; G)), where &b(E; G) is assumed sequentially com-
plete and θ the usual bilinear map of E x 2b(E; G) into G. A special case
thereof has been shown by Lions [5] in connection with the theory of semi-
group distribution which is characterized as a Green operator of a partial
differential equation.

The sections 5 and 6 deal with ^-convolution map between spaces of vec-
tor valued distributions. Here the two basic cases (elementary and general)
concerning the ̂ -convolution maps as developed in Schwartz [12] are con-
sidered again from our standpoint described above. In this paper if any of
the maps *: dCx£K->Jl and θ\ ExF->G is continuous, the case is referred to
as "elementary" in a sense somewhat different from Schwartz's [12], where
"elementary convolution" is only confined to the case where θ is continuous.
Section 5 deals with the elementary cases. For instance, if 9t, £K, M are nor-
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mal spaces of distributions, where the convolution map of 9ί x di into J2 is
defined and is hypocontinuous with respect to the bounded subsets of 91 and
Ĉ, and if E, F, G are locally convex spaces, where a continuous bilinear map

θ of Ex F into G is defined, then any S e 91{E) and T e 3ί(F) are *a-composable
and the map (5, f)-^S*dT e M(G) is hypocontinuous with respect to the bound-
ed subsets of 9t(E) and £ί(F\ whenever Si, 9i are quasi-complete, 1 and G
are complete, and 9t is ^-normal and dί^ dί'c are nuclear. When θ is only
assumed to be separately continuous, a more complicated formulation of the
behaviors of ^-convolution maps is needed as in Schwartz [12] (see Prop. 38,
p. 159). Section 6 is devoted to this treatment which brings us a similar con-
clution as Schwartz's result just cited. It is to be noticed that although in
our treatment we have assumed ^-normal spaces of distributions according
to the need, it is often possible to deduce more general conclusions than
Schwartz [12].

The final section is devoted to some examples of ^-convolution maps. For
instance, if θ is separately continuous the strict (̂ -convolution map of O'C(E) x
O'C(F) into O'C(G) is well defined and the exchange formula also holds: Q(S*θf)
= {j3-(S)9 (ΪJ2θ, where 9- stands for Fourier transform. As an application we
can show that the multiplicative product of any two distributions of &(E)
and &(F) is well defined as an element of <§(G). The section is closed with
an indication of several examples in which the convolution map *: 9t x di-^H
is continuous.

§ 1. Preliminaries

Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space. We will
often refer to such a space as LCS. A subset A of E is called quasi-closed if
any point of E adherent to a bounded subset of A belongs to A. The strict
closure of A in E is the smallest quasi-closed subset containing A. A is strictly
dense if its strict closure is E ([12], p. 198). As usual we denote by E'σ and E'c
respectively the dual E' equipped with the weak topology G(E\ E) and the
topology of uniform convergence on the compact disks of E.

PROPOSITION 1. Let E, F an<l G be three LCSs. Suppose E is barrelled. Let
u: E^F and ί: F^-G be linear maps such that ί is a continuous injection and ί°u
is continuous. If H(G') is strictly dense in F'o^ then u is continuous.

PROOF. We have only to show that <u(x),f> is a continuous form on
E for every f e F. For, then u will be weakly continuous and hence become
continuous under the Mackey topologies of E and F ([1], p. 104). Since E is
barrelled, the topology of E coincides with the Mackey topology ([1], p. 70).
Therefore it follows that u is continuous.

Let A! be the set of f e F' such that x-><u(x), f> is a continuous form
on E. Owing to a Banach-Steinhaus theorem ([1], p. 27) it is easy to see that
A is quasi-closed in F!. On the other hand, A contains %Gr\ the strict closure
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of which is F'. Therefore A—F. Thus the proof is completed.
Let us denote by 2) the space of all C°°-functions with compact supports

on RN, TV-dimensional Euclidean space. It is provided with its usual topology
([8], Chap. I, p. 24). We denote by 2)' the strong dual of 2). 2)' is the space
of distributions on RN. A space of distributions 96 is, by definition, an LCS
contained in 2)' as a linear subspace v/ith a finer topology: that is to say, the
injection ί: dt-^Q>' is continuous. 96 is called normal ([11], p.7), if 2) is con-
tained in 96 with a finer topology and is dense in 96. We say that a space of
distributions 9t has a c-property if any linear map u: E-+.96, E being bar-
relled, is continuous whenever i^u is continuous ([13], P 22). As an immediate
consequence of Proposition 1 we have

COROLLARY. 9t has a c-property if 2) is strictly dense in 96'σ.

9ί is called permitted ([15], p. 18) provided it is a normal space of distri-
butions with the following properties: ak(S*Pk)-^S and (akS)*Pk->S in 96 for
any S € 96 as k-+oo, where {ak} is a sequence of multiplicators and {Pk} is a
sequence of regularizations.

If 96 is a permitted space or has the approximation properties by regu-
larization and truncation ([11], p. 7), then it is easy to verify that 2) is strict-
ly dense in 96ό , whence 96 has a c-property ([15], p. 18, [13], p. 21).

The ε-product LeM of two LCSs L and M is, by definition ([11], p. 18), the
set of bilinear forms on L'c x M'c hypocontinuous with respect to the equicon-
tinuous subsets of 11 and Mr. LeM is a linear space, on which we put the
topology of uniform convergence on the products of equicontinuous subsets
of 11 and M'. %>e(L'c; M) is the space of continuous linear maps of L'c into M
with the topology of uniform convergence on the equicontinuous subsets of
L'. To any ξ of LeM, we can associate an element J of %>£L'C;..M) and its trans-
posed map Ί 6 SC(M^ L) by the formulas:

The correspondences ?-*!—•'! give rise to the algebraic and topological isomor-
phism between LεM92s(L'c; M) and 85(Λf̂ ; L) ([11], p. 34). Hence we can
identify LeM with &s(Lr

c; M) or with &S(M'C; L). We shall write simply ξ in-
stead of ξ and *| without explicit statement when no confusion arises. For
any space of distributions 96 we write 96 (E) instead of 96eE> a space of E-
valued distributions, f e 96(E) is a continuous linear map of 9ί'c into E.

PROPOSITION 2. Let E be a barrelled space. Let ί: Li—•Mi and j: L2-+M2 be
continuous injections, where Li, L2, Mi and M2 are LCSs. Let u: E-+L\eL2 be a
linear map such that (ί<g)j)°u is continuous. Then u is continuous when H(M[)
and 70^) a r e strictly dense in (L[)σ and (LQσ respectively.

PROOF. Let A be the set of elements (l[, 1'2) e L[xL'2 such that x->u(x)(Γu Γ2)
are continuous forms on E. The Banach-Steinhaus theorem shows that
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A' is quasi-closed in (LOσ-x (L'2)σ. Since H(M[) and '/(Λ^) are strictly dense in
(L[)σ and ( L ^ respectively, we see that A' = L[xL'2. Any element of the dual
space (LιεL2y of LιsL2 is an element of an equicontinuous subset of (LieL2)',
which is the weak convex closure of a subset B'(g)C\ where B' and C are equi-
continuous subsets of L{ and V2 respectively. Using again the Banach-Stein-
haus theorem, we see that u is weakly continuous. This proves that u is con-
tinuous. The proof is completed.

As an immediate consequence of Proposition 2 we have

COROLLARY. Let 9ίbe a space of distributions such that Q) is strictly dense
in 9t'σ. Let E and F be two LCSs, where E is barrelled. Then a linear map u:
E->dt(F) is continuous whenever (ί(£)I)°u: E->ζb'(F) is continuous.

Let E and F be two LCSs. A linear continuous map u: E-+F is called
nuclear ([3], Chap. I, p. 80) if it can be written as

with the βv's contained in an equicontinuous subset of Er and the/ v ' s contain-
ed in a compact disk of F and ]>] \λv | <oo.

Let F be an LCS and U any disked neighbourhood of 0 in F. We can as-
sociate a seminorm p with U. This seminorm gives a certain equivalence
relation in F: x~~ y if and only if p{% — γ) = 0. We put on F the coarsest
topology under which the seminorm p is continuous. Fυ denotes the quotient
space under the equivalence relation defined with the help of the seminorm
p. Let Fu be the completion of Fu- Fu is a Banach space. A continuous
linear map u: E—>F is called subnuclear if, for any U, the induced map E^Fσ

derived from u is nuclear ([12], p. 54). E is called nuclear if the identical map
is subnuclear ([βj, Chap. II, p. 34). This is equivalent to saying that E is
nuclear if and only if any continuous linear map of E into any Banach space
is nuclear.

Let 9t be a normal space of distributions. Let di be a space of distribu-
tions. A continuous linear map u: 9ί~>di is called a convolution map of 9ί
into 3i if there exists a distribution T such that u(φ) = φ*T for any φeQ).
Here the convolution S*T in the usual sense need not be defined for any S 6
91 ([14], p. 18), and therefore we shall write S*XT to denote u(S). We shall
say that a continuous linear map u is a strict convolution map of 9ί into di^
if we can write u(S) = S*T for any S € 91. We have discussed the various
equivalent definitions of the usual convolution in [13] (p. 24).

Let £ be the space of C"-f unctions defined on RN, each of which is bound-
ed with its derivatives of every order. We denote by k the closure of 2) in
dS. M is a normal space of distributions of type (F). The strong dual of M is
the space 2)£i of summable distributions. It is bornological and barrelled
([11], p. 126). A normal space of distributions 9ί is called ^-normal if 9t is
stable under multiplication by any element of <fc, and if the maps S->aS of Si
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into itself are uniformly continuous when a runs through any bounded sub-
set of k, that is, if for any neighbourhood 09 of 0 in dt and any bounded sub-
set B of k, there exisis a neighbourhood % of 0 in dt such that M CQ9. If a
normal space of distributions 9t is barrelled and possesses the c-property,
then dt is ^-normal when kdtCdt.

Let dt, M be spaces of distributions, dt being normal. T e 2)' is said to be
a multiplicator of dt into H, if there exists a continuous linear map [TJ of dt
into J? which coincides with the multiplication by T on ζbCdt ([11U, p. 69).
We write [213S=2S.

If dt is ^-normal and T is any element of dt\ T is a multiplicator of <̂J

into 2)̂ 1 and <S, T>gc,^ = [sTdx. In fact, the linear map S-><aS, T>χ,a,

is uniformly continuous with respect to a in any bounded subset of k. Hence
the linear map φ->φT of 2) into ζb'L\ is continuous when we put on 2) the
relative topology of 9ί. This proves that Γ is a multiplicator of <£# into Q)'Li.

Since <0, 71>^,^= \φTdχ, the continuity of the multiplication implies that

We shall denote by dt* the set of distributions composable with any ele-
ment of dt) that is, of distributions T such that S*T is defined for any S e dt.
Then we have

PROPOSITION 3. Let dt be a £-normal space of distributions. Let u\ dt-^QY
be a continuous linear map commutative with any translation xh on Q)Cd6.
Then u is a strict convolution map.

Moreover if dt is barrelled, then, for any T e dt*, the linear map S->S*Γ
of dt into Q)f is a strict convolution map.

PROOF. The restriction of u to 2) is commutative with any translation
xh. Then according to a theorem of Schwartz ([8], Chap. II, p. 18) there exists
a unique distribution T such that for every φ 6 2)

u(φ)= T*φ.

Consider the transposed map *u which maps 2) into dt'r. Then for any φ, ψ e
2) we have

), Φ> = <0, u(φ)>
= <φ, T*φ> -

where v denotes symmetrization. Hence f*ψ e dtf for every ψ e 2). dt being
^-normal, any element of dt1 is a multiplicator of dt into Q>'Lu Therefore
S(T*ψ) e Q>'Lx for every S e dt, so that S*T is defined and

<S*T,ψ> = [s(T*ψ)dx= <S, T*ψ>
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Consequently we have u(S)=S*T.
Now let 9t be barrelled. If T e 9t*, then S*T exists and S(T*φ) e Q)f

Li for
every S e 31 and ψeQ). The bilinear map (S, φ)-+S(T*ψ) of 36xQ> into 2)£i is
separately continuous owing to Corollary to Proposition 1 since Q)'Li is a per-
mitted space. 2) is also barrelled. Hence the bilinear map is hypocontinuous,

so is also the bilinear form (S, ψ)-+\s(f*ψ)dx= <S*T, ψ>. This proves that

the linear map S^»S*T of Si into 2X is continuous. The proof is completed.
Let S be a distribution and f be a G-valued distribution, G being a quasi-

complete LCS. We say that S and f are composable if we have for any φ e 2)

(1)

Then, owing to Corollary to Proposition 2, the linear map φ-+S(T*φ) of 2)
into 2>£i(G) is continuous. The convolution S*ί e 2)'(G) is defined as follows:

<S*Ϊ, φ> =

PROPOSITION 4. Lβί ^ 6e <k-normal and G a quasi-complete LCS. Let u be
a continuous linear map of 9ί into ζΰr(G) such that the restriction of u to 2)C
9ί is commutative with any translation. Then there exists a unique f € Q)r(G)
composable with any S e 9t, and

PROOF. For any g 6 G\ the linear map S-+ <u(S\ g'> satisfies the re-
quisites of the preceding proposition. Therefore there exists a unique distri-
bution Tg, depending on g such that 5 and Tg, are composable and <u(S\g>
=S*Tg,.

Next we show that there is a f e Q)f(G) such that <f, g> = Tg,. Let {Pn}
be a sequence of regularizations. Put fn=u(Pn). Then

(2) Φ'<fn,g'>=Φ<Pn*Tg,)

for φeQ),g

feGf.

Let A be an equicontinuous disk in G'. The bilinear map (φ9g')->$*Tg' of
2) x G'Af into & is separately continuous. Since 2) and G'A, are barrelled spaces,
the map is hypocontinuous. {$*7VI ^s bounded in <§ when φ and g lie in a com-
pact subset C of 2) and .4' respectively. It follows from (2) that {φ-<f mg'»
converges uniformly to φ Tg, as n->°o when φ and g run through C and
A respectively. This shows that {Tn} is a Cauchy sequence in 2)'(G), which
is known to be quasi-complete ([11], p. 29). Putting f = limf „, <f,g> =

Tg,. Now we shall prove that S(f*φ) e Q)f

Lι(G) for every 0 e 2). Clearly we
have φ(T*φ) a &(G)CQ)fL<G) for any 0 e 2). The map φ-+φ(f*φ) of © into
2)£i(G) is continuous when we put on 2) the relative topology of dί. In fact,
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let β run through a bounded subset B of 01. Then we have

(3) j <βφ(ϊt*φ\ g'>dx

= \φ(Tg,*βφ)dx

= φ <u(0φ\g'>.

Let ψ-+0 in 2) with the relative topology of 96. {βφ} converges uniformly in
96 to 0 when β runs through B. Since u is continuous, it follows from (3) that

{\ <βφ(T*φ\ g>dx\ converges uniformly to 0 when φ and g run through C

and ^ respectively. Hence we see that {φ(T*φ)\ converges to 0 in Q)'Li(G)
when 0-*O in 2) with the relative topology of 96. For any S e 96, we choose
{0}C© such that {ψ} converges to S in 96. Then {φ(T*φ)} converges to
S(T*φ) in 2)£i(G), G being the completion of G. On the other hand, choose a
sequence of multiplicators {an}, an e 2), where 0<Lan<Ll, an~^\ in <8 and {an}
is bounded in <& Since for each n we have anS{f*φ)} e Q)'L\(G) and Q)f

L^{G) is
quasi-complete, the sequence {anS(T*φ)} converges to S(f*φ) in 2)£i(G), and α
fortiori S(T*φ) e ©ί<G). Accordingly

Consequently we have u(S)=S*f for every S e 96.
Finally we show the uniqueness of f. Suppose u(S)=S*T/ for every S 6

<$K. Then we have u(φ) = φ*f = φ*T/ and hence φ*(f-f 0 = 0 for every 062) .
This implies 7 = ?'.

Thus the proof is completed.

§ 2. ^-convolution of two vector valued distributions

Let E, .F be two LCSs. Consider the tensor product £®JP. Then for any
LCS G there exists a biunique linear correspondence between the bilinear
maps u of ExF into G and the linear maps u of .E0.F into G by the definition

u(e, /) = 2(e(g)/). The map ??: ExF-^E(g)F defined by ?(e, /)=e(g)/ is a bilinear
map, the canonical bilinear map oί ExF into £(g)F. Now we put on E(g)F a
unique locally convex topology c in such a way that the separately continu-
ous u corresponds precisely to the continuous u under the topology c. The
tensor product E0F equipped with this topology c is denoted by E® tF, the
inductive tensor product of E and F. E®LF denotes its quasi-completion.
From now on we suppose that G is quasi-complete. Let Θ be a separately con-
tinuous bilinear map oί ExF into G. Let V stand for the canonical bilinear
map oί ExF into E®LF. Then there exists a unique continuous linear map Θ
of E®LF into G such that Θ = Θorj.

Let 96 be a normal space of distributions. A vector valued distribution
5 e 96'C(E) is called βQ-bounded and is denoted by S e 96r

c{E\ β0) ([12], p. 54) if
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5 maps a neighbourhood of 0 in 9t into a bounded completing subset, a sub-
set of E contained in an absolutely convex bounded subset B of E such that
EB is a Banach space. S e £%f

c(E) is called locally βQ-bounded if any multiplica-
tive product φS is /Vbounded for φ e 2). A subset 95 of dί'c{E) is β0-equibound-
ed ([12], p. 54) if there exists a neighbourhood U of 0 in 9t such that \JU-S

SeS3

is a bounded completing subset of E. A locally βQ-equibounded subset of dt'c(β)
will be defined in an obvious way. It is easy to see that if 8ί is nuclear, S is
βo-bounded if and only if it is a nuclear map of 9t into E.

Consider two vector valued distributions 5 6 ©'(£) and T e ζb'(F). The
regularization f*φ, φ e 2), is locally /^-bounded in S(F) ([12], p. 172). The
multiplicative product [S(Γ*0)] t e Q)f(E®LF) is well defined ([12], p. 134).
The G-valued distribution [_S(T*φ)~]θ is then defined as (700) ([5(f*0)] t).

In a similar way we define the tensor product S&ΘT e 2>'(G) of 5 and f:
S(g)θT = (I(g)θ) (S(g)(g)tf). Here we note that the bilinear map (5, f)-+S(g)Θf is
separately continuous since the map (S, Γ ) - > 5 0 0 t f is separately continuous
([12], p. 146) and the map 705 is continuous.

For our later purpose we need the following lemmas.

LEMMA 1. If S lies in a bounded subset of Q)\E) and if T lies in a locally
βo-equibounded subset of &(F), then [_ST~]θ also lies in a bounded subset of ζb'(G).

PROOF. Since 2) is barrelled, it is sufficient to show that for any φ e 2)
the set {φ [STJd} is bounded. But φ [ST~lθ = S θ(φf). We can therefore apply
Proposition 10 of Schwartz [12] (p. 58) to conclude our statement, completing
the proof.

As an immediate consequence of the preceding lemma we have

LEMMA 2. The linear map φ-^^S (f*φ)Jθ of 2) into Q)\G) is continuous.

PROOF. 2) is bornological, and if φ lies in a bounded subset of 2), the
set {f*φ} is locally /Vequibounded in <g(F) ([12], p. 149). Therefore it fol-
lows from Lemma 1 that the map φ->[_S(T*φ)J9 is continuous.

The lemma can also be proved as follows. The map φ-^(Sx(S)θTy) φix + y)
of 2) into ζbr

x>y(G) is continuous. It is easy to verify that (Sχ<8>θTy)φ(£ + γ) £
(Q)'Li)y(Q)'x(G)). Using Corollary to Proposition 2 we see that φ->(Sx<g>θfy)φ(& + $)
is a continuous map of 2) into (ζb'Lι)y(βf

x(β% Hence φ-+[S(f*φ)Jθ =

\(Sx(g)θTy)φ(x + γ)dy is continuous.

LEMMA 3. The linear map Ϊ7->KS*^)(Γ*Ϊ7)]0 of & into Q)'(G) is continu-

ous.

PROOF. &' is bornological, and if U lies in a bounded subset of § ' , the
set {f *[/} is bounded in Q)\F). Therefore it follows from Lemma 1 that the
map U-+[\S*φ)(T*U)~]θ is continuous.
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Now we shall turn to the discussion of ^-convolution of two vector valued
distributions. In our previous paper [4], the notion of ^-convolution of such
distributions was introduced after the pattern of the theory of classical con-
volution, ^-convolution, to which the present section will devote itself, will
also be treated along the same line.

S e Q)\E) and T e Q)\F) are called *θ-composable if

(*) (Sx®θTy)φ(x + ?)e(Q)'Lι)x,y(G) for every φeQ).

Then owing to Corollary to Proposition 2 the map φ-+(Sx<g)θf 'y)Φ(& + y) of 2)
into (Q)'L\)x>y(G) is continuous. The 0-convolution S*θf e 2>'(G) is defined as
follows:

PROPOSITION 5. Each of the following conditions is equivalent to (*).

(i) δ(z-x-γ) (Sx<g)θfy) 6 (Q)'z(Q)f

Li)X)y) (G), where δ denotes a Dirac
measure at 0 in RN

(ii) Z(§*φ)ΪJβ<:Q)'Li(G) for every φeQ);

(iii) [5(f*0)l6©ii(G) for every φeQ);

(iv) S(x — γ)(g)θT(γ) is partially summable with respect to y, that is,

(v) S (γ)(g)θT(x — y) is partially summable with respect to y;

(vi) HOW) (?*0)1 e LιeG for every φ, φ e Q).

PROOF. (*)->(ii): From (*) it follows that

(ii)—>(iv): For every φ e ©, we have

(1) <S(x - j)(g),f (f), φ(x)> =

If (ii) holds, it follows from Lemma 2 and Corollary to Proposition 2 that the
linear map φ-^\Ίβ*φ)f^\β of © into 2)£i(G) is continuous, and therefore by
the relation (1) we see that (ii) implies (iv).

(iv)-K*): By (iv) we have for every φ eQ)
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(S(x - γ)®βf(?))φ(ϊ) € (g;(2>iθ,) (G)

Consequently, by change of variables we can conclude that

+ 7) e (2>£0*,,(G)

(ii)->(vi): Owing to Lemma 3 the bilinear map (R, φ)-+ R*[(S*φ)T^θ of
& xQ) into 2)£i(G) is hypocontinuous. This together with the relation: \j$*φ)
(τyT)j9 = Tyδ*\Jί§*'C-yφ)ΐ^]θ shows that y-^{XS*φ)(τyΐ)Jθ is a continuous
valued function. Then for any φ e Q) we have

Now since the map (φ, ψ)-*-[0*φ)(f *ψ)~]e of 2 ) x ® into Q)'Li(G) is hypocon-
tinuous, the derivation formula may be applied.

(2) Dp[_(S*φ)(f*ψ)Jβ

Miyazaki has proved that the pair Q)'Lt(G) and Q)Li(G) is distinguished in
his sense ([6], p. 532): ζbLi(G) is the set of vector valued distributions R e
Q)f

Li(G) for which there exists for any equicontinuous subset A CGr a sequence
of positive numbers λp such that the set {<λp DPR, g'»g^^,p is bounded in
Q)'Lι. Now we put R = [j$*φ)(T*φJ]θ and show that R satisfies the above con-
dition. The map (φ, ψ)->R is hypocontinuous and there exist for any fixed φ
and φ two sequences of positive numbers βp and vp such that the sets {βpD

pφ}
and {vpΏ

pφ} are bounded in 2). Therefore it follows from the derivation
formula (2) that there exists a sequence of positive numbers λp stipulated
above. This shows that R e Q)L^{G) and therefore R e LιeG, as desired.

(vi)->(ii): Let {Pn} be a sequence of regularizations. Owing to Lemma
3, since Q)'Li(G) is quasi-complete (CIO], p. 29), it is sufficient to show that
{C^*0)(?*P»)Hβ}î »<oo forms a Cauchy sequence in Q)'Li(G). To this end let A
be any equicontinuous disk of G\ Let U be the closed unit cube with center
0 in RN. The trilinear map (0, φ, g')-+ < [(5*0) (f *0)]β, g > of Q)v x Q>Ό x G'A,
into 2)^i is separately continuous and hence continuous, because 2V is a space
of type (F) and G'Ar is a Banach space. Therefore we can find a positive
integer I such that the map is continuous in the topology induced by that of
Q)ιu x Q){j x G'Af. We can take a positive integer k such that a f e ©ί^ is a
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parametrix of an iterated Laplacian Δ* ([8], p. 47):

δ = Ak$ + % ye2Ht/.

Consequently we can write

[(5 * φ) (f * Pn)Je = [(1*0) (? * Δ* f * Pn)Jiθ

Since ξ e ©ί^, we can choose a sequence {£/}, fy e 2)^, tending to £ in Q)ι

w as
/-•oo. Passing to the limit as /, 7z->°o? {ξj*pn} and {̂ *PW} tend to ξ and ̂  in
©/.respectively. Therefore {<Kl*0)(?*?/*PΛ)Ik g r > } and {<[(5*0)(f*^*
<°«)\ ^ > > converge uniformly in 2>£i to <[(5*0) (f*f)]β 5 g'> and
< E(5*0) (Γ*^)i, g > respectively when ^' runs through A and 0 lies in a
neighbourhood of 0 in Q)v. On the other hand, we have

Consequently {< [_(§*φ) (T *-g-^ f y *P w )] a , g ' >} converges uniformly in Q)'Li

to <C(^*0)(Γ*~Λ—?)Hβj g ' > when #' runs through ^ and φ lies in a neigh-
V oxi

bourhood of 0 in Q)π. Repeating this process, we see that {[XS*φ)(T*Pny]θ}ι^n<oo

is a Cauchy sequence in ζύ'L\(G\ as desired.
The implications (*)—•(iii)->(v)—K*) may be proved just as in the cases

(*)->(ii)^(iv)->(*). The proof is omitted.

(*)^(i): We have for every φ eζΰ

(3)

Consequently (i) implies (*).
Conversely, if (*) holds, the linear map φ-+ (Sx(g)θTy)φ(χ-\-y) of Q) into

(S>Li)x,y(G) is continuous owing to Corollary to Proposition 2, and therefore
the relation (3) shows that (i) holds.

Thus the proof of the Proposition 5 is completed.

P R O P O S I T I O N 6. If S,T are *θ-composable, then

(i) £**f

(ii) ψ-(S*θT) = ^(S*Φ)T2θdx=\[_S(f*φ)JΘdx for every φ e 2);
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(iii) (φ*φ)'(S*ΘT) = [ t(S*φ) (T*ψy\θdx for every φ,φeQ).

PROOF. Owing to the preceding proposition, the equivalent conditions
(i)^(vi) in Proposition 5 hold.

(i) and (ii): From the condition (iv) in Proposition 5, we have for any
φeQ)

<φ(x\ ^S(x-y)®θT(y)dy> = JJ(S(* - y)®θT(y))φ(x)dx dy

= φ (S*θT).

Hence \S(x-y)(g)θf(y)dy = S*θT, and similarly [ί>(y)<g)θT(x-y)dy = S*9T.

Next, by the definition of ^-convolution, we have

= J { J (Sx<g>θΐy)φ(x+y)dx} dy

Similarly we have φ (S*θT)=

(iii): Let ψ be any element of 2). Now consider the map φ-*[.φ*φ)(T*φ)Jβ
of © into LxεG, which is continuous owing to Corollary to Proposition

2. Then there exists a distribution Kψ e ζ£'(G) such that I [(1*0) (f^φ)Jθdχ =

<φ, Kψ>, where φ->Kφ is a linear map of © into 2)'(G). From this equation
it follows that ψ->Kφ is continuous and is commutative with any translation.
Owing to Proposition 4 there exists a distribution K e Q)\G) such that £ φ =

£*0 for every 0 6®, whence \[(5*0) (f*φJ2θdχ = φ (K*φ). Let {Pj be a se-

quence of regularizations. {\ \j$*φ) (T*Pny]θdχ} converges to \ \JiS*φ)f~]θdx as

n-+°o (see the proof of (vi)-*(ii) in the preceding proposition). On the other

hand {φ-(K*Pn)} converges to φ-K. Hence V[_$*φ)T^\θdχ = φ K. It follows

from (ii) proved above that S*ΘT = K. This ensures us to conclude that

5*0) (T*φ)~]θdx =

Thus the proof is completed.
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REMARK ϊ. Let 5, f be *0-composable. Let U be any element of S'. Then
IS(T*φ*φ))~]θίe Q)f

Li(G) for every φeQ). Hence 5, T*U are *a-composable.
Now

φ (S*Θ(T*U)) =

By symmetry we have

U*(S*ΘT) = (U*S)*θT = S*Θ(U*T).

In particular, if we take U as Dpd, then

DP(S*ΘT) = DpS*θf =

REMARK 2. Let £ be one-dimensional, then Q)r(E) may be identified with
2)'. Thus we may consider the convolution of a scalar valued distribution
and a vector valued distribution as a special case of ^-convolution. Therefore
S e 2)' and Γ 6 2)'(G) are composable in our sense when any one of the follow-
ing equivalent conditions holds:

(i) (Sx®Ty)φ(x + f)e(Q)'Li)x>y(G) for every φeQ);

(ii) S(f*φ) e ζb'Li (G) for every 0 6 ©

(iii) (5*0) f e Q)'Li (G) for every 0 6 2)

(iv) SO — γ)(g)f(γ) is partially summable with respect to y;

(v) S(γ)(g)T(x — γ) is partially summable with respect to y;

(vi) (S*φ) (T*ψ) eϋεG for every φ9φeQ).

REMARK 3. Let 5=S(g)e 6 Q)'(E) and let f 6 Q)'(F). If S is composable
with T, then S(g)e is ^-composable with ?, and (S®e)*βf = (/(g)0(e)) (5*f),
where (?(e): f-^θ(e, f) is a continuous linear map of F into G. Indeed, we have

[(S(g)e) (?*0)],

Consequently S(g)e is *θ-composable with T. Moreover we have

> ί y+

Φ' {(S(£)e)*ΘT} = \[_(S(g)e) (T*φ)"2θdx
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from which it follows that (S®e)**f = (/<g)0(e))(S*f), as desired.

§ 3. fl-^-convolution of two vector valued distributions

Let κ!J' be the space of tempered distributions, the strong dual oί the
space L£/ of rapidly decreasing C~-functions defined on RN. Two tempered
distributions S and T were called ^'-composable (C13], p. 26) provided that

.(Sx(g)Ty)φ(x + j>) 6 (Q)^)x>y for every φ e ^/.

Then the ^/'-convolution S*^,T was defined as

; φ> = ^(Sx®Ty)φ(x+y)dx dγ.

We can extend this kind of convolution to the vector valued distributions
along the same line as in our previous paper [4].

Let E, F, G be three LCSs, G being quasi-complete. Suppose the bilinear
map θ: ExF^G is separately continuous. S e d/'(E) and f e άP'(F) are called
*θ-^'-composable if we have

(*λy &<8>θTy)Φ(& + ?)e(@'Lύχ,y(G) for every φeά?.

Then, owing to Corollary to Proposition 2, since «i/ is barrelled, we can see
that the map φ-^(Sxξ§>θf y)φ(x-\-y) of ό? into (©iOΛ,/G) is continuous. Thus
when the condition (*)^/ is satisfied, we shall define the θ-^'-convolution
S*Θ,^>T 6 ά?\G) as follows:

for every φζά?.
Comparing the condition (*),y, with the condition (*) of the preceding

section, we see that the ^-^/'-convolution, if defined, coincides with the ̂ -con-
volution. First we shall show the following lemma guaranteeing that [0*φ)Tjθ

makes sense for every S e ̂ '{E\ f e ^r{F\ φe^P.

LEMMA 4. Let S e ^/\E) and let B be a bounded subset of ^/. Then the set

{S*φ}φ<:B is βo-equibounded in &(E).

PROOF. & and £P' are the spaces of type (DF) and the bilinear map
(S, T)^S*T of & x όPr into &' is hypocontinuous. Therefore it follows from a
theorem of Grothendieck ([2], p. 64) that the map is continuous. Then we
can find two neighbourhoods ΐ/, 09 of 0 in & and £Pr respectively such that
$ 0 , whence ί / ^ C ^ 0 , which implies that
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from which it follows that Q9° 5 is a compact disk of E since 09° is an equi-
continuous subset of άP. Consequently the set {S*φ}φeB is βo-equibounded in
&(E). The proof is completed.

Let Q'c be the space of rapidly decreasing distributions defined on RN. It
may be considered to be the topological linear subspace of 85(^/5 £P) restricted
to the maps φ-^S*φ, φ e άP. Any φ e άP can be decomposed into a convolution
product of the form φ = φι*φ2, Φu Φi^ ^ ([6], p. 530). Let 09 be any neigh-
bourhood of 0 in <iΛ Since «J/ is a space of type (F), we can find a neighbour-
hood U of 0 in £P such that ί/*ί/CO9. Then with the aid of these facts it is
easy to check that the convolution map (5, T)->S*T of O'c x 0f

c into O'c is con-
tinuous QjS], Chap. II, p. 104). Using this result we shall show

LEMMA 5. Let S € O'c(β) and let B be a bounded subset of 0 c, the strong
dual of O'c. Then the set {S*φ}φ€B is β0-equibounded in 0c(E).

PROOF. Since the convolution map O'c x 0r

c-+0r

c is continuous it follows

that a neighbourhood 11 of 0 in O'c may be chosen so that ί/*ί/ CB°, whence

U*B C ί/0, which implies that

Since ί/° is an equicontinuous subset of 0c, we see that ί/° S is a compact
disk of E. This shows that {S*φ}φ€B is /50-equibounded in 0c(E). The proof is
completed.

REMARK. Schwartz ([12], p. 149) has shown that if S 6 Q)'(E) and B is a
bounded subset of 2), the set {S*φ}φ€B is locally /Vequibouncied in &(E).
Another proof of this result may be carried out as in the proofs of our lem-
mas 4 and 5. In fact, we can find a sequence of positive numbers λp and a
bounded subset B\ of 2) so that we may have DpBCλpBι. Let Ω be a relative-
ly compact open subset of RN and let 09 be the neighbourhood of 0 in & de-
fined by the condition: sup|/O)| <I l , /e <8. On account of the hypocontinuity

of the convolution map of 2)' x 2) into &, we can find a neighbourhood U of 0
in 2)' such that ί/*2?i C 09. Then we have for each p

sup I D*#*fl I = sup I <U*D*B \ <λp.

This shows that 1l*B is bounded in &$. Let a be any element of Ω)ΰ. If we
put B2 = a((U*B), we see that Q9=5|A<o' is a neighbourhood of 0 in &'. Now
we take a compact disk K of E such that <S, K°> CU Then we have
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Consequently a(S*φ) maps 09 into K whenever φ lies in B. Thus the set

{S*φ}φ(:B is locally /90-equibounded.
Suppose that 5 e £P'(E) and f e £P'(F). Owing to Lemma 4 the multiplica-

tive product [_Φ*φ)T~]9 is well defined. We remark that the map φ-+[(§*φ)Tjθ

is continuous. For when φ lies in a bounded subset of ,i/, Lemma 4 together
with Lemma 1 shows that the set [_(S*φ)Tjθ is bounded. It follows that the
map 0->C(5*0)Γ]0 is continuous since 6/ is bornological. The following pro-
position will be proved in an entirely similar way as in Proposition 5.

PROPOSITION 7. Each of the following conditions is equivalent to the con-
dition (*),y/:

(i) \JS*φ)ΪJθeQ)'Li(G) for every φe^/;

(ii) [5(f*0)],e®2i(G) for every φe^/;

(iii)

(iv)

(v) [(5*0) (f *0)]θ e LxεG /or every φ e ^/, 0 6 2);

(vi) [(1*0) (?*0)Hβ e ixεG /or every 0 6 2), 0 6 ^/

(vii) [(5*0) (f*0)]d 6 LxεG /or e^er?/ 0, 0 e ^/.

PROOF. (iii)-^(*)^/,: It is known that for any φ e 6/ the linear map R-^
φR of <i/'(.E) into 0c(E) is well defined and continuous since the map R->φR of
ci/' into Oc is continuous. Since 6^ is nuclear, we have

Using these inequalities, we can infer that (iii) implies that (S(x—γ)<S)θT(γ))φ(χ)
is contained in (SD^O^/G) for every φ e ά?. Consequently, by change of
variables, we obtain the condition (*)^//.

(*Xy->(i)-Kiii), (i)->(v)->(i), (*)^^(ii)->(iv)-^(*)^/, and (ii)-^(vi)->(ii) are
proved in an entirely same way as in the corresponding cases of Proposition
5. Thus the conditions (*)^, (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v) and (vi) are equivalent.

(v)-Kvii): (v) implies [((5*^)v*%) (T *0)], = [(5*(0*%))(f*0)]θ e LhG for
every φ, x e ^/ and 0 6®. It follows from the equivalence of (*)̂ // and (v)
already proved that 5*0 and f are ^-^/'-composable. Since ( * ) ^ implies (vi),
it follows that [((5*0)v*α) (f *0)]9 6 LhG for every 0, 0 e & and α e ® . Now
let {Pn} be a sequence of regularizations. For the proof of (vii) it is sufficient
to show that the sequence {[((5*$)v*Pw)(f*0)i}i^< o o forms a Cauchy sequence
in LιeG. Using the closed graph theorem we can infer that the multilinear
map (0, α, 0, g')-+ [((5*$)v*α) (f *0)],, g ' > of ^ x Q)n x ^ x G'A, into L1 is
continuous, where U is the closed unit cube of RN and A' is an equicontinuous
disk of G'. Then we can make use of a parmetrix of an iterated Laplacian to
conclude the statement.

The.converse (vii)—Kv) is trivial.
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Thus the proof is completed.
As in Proposition 6 we can show

PROPOSITION 8. Suppose that S e &'(E) and T e ώ?'(F) are *θ-^f-composable.
Then the following relations hold:

(i)

(ii) φ (5**,^,?) = [[_(S*φ)T~]θdx = [\_S(f*φ)Ίθdχ for every φe6f;

(iii) (0*0) 0*Θ,&'T) = \ L(S*φ) (T*ψ)~]θdχ for every φ,φeάS.

REMARK. 0'C is the set of distributions composable with every element
of άPf ([15], p. 22). However, in the case of the vector valued distributions,
any two elements taken from O'C(E) and £P'(F) respectively are not always *θ-
composable if θ is assumed only to be separately continuous. While S e O'C(E)
and f 6 O'C(F) are ^^-^'-composable. These will be shown in the examples in
Section 7.

§ 4. Strict convolution map

Let E, F and G be three LCSs, where G is assumed quasi-complete. Sup-
pose θ is hypocontinuous with respect to the compact disks of E. We denote
by θ' the bilinear map of Fx G'c mtoE'c defined by <θ(e,f\g'> = <e, 0'(/,g ' )>
θr is hypocontinuous with respect to the equicontinuous subsets of G'c. We
put θ'(g'): f->θ'(f9 g'\ which is a continuous linear map of F into E'c.

Let 5 6 Q)'(E\ f e Q)'(F\ and φ e 2). T*φ is locally /90-boundedjn <g(F). If
F=E'C and θ(e, e')= <e,e>,we write simply S(T*φ) instead of [S(T*φ)Ίθ. It is
to be noted that the bilinear forrti <e, e> on ExE'c is hypocontinuous with
respect to the compact disks of E and the equicontinuous subsets of E'. Now
we can write for a given a e ©

with Ty in a compact disk of 2) and fv in a compact disk of F and Σ Uv I < °°.
V

The linear map {^}->Σ>W^v®/v) of Z1 into g ( f ) transforms the unit ball of
V

Z1 into a /?0-equibounded subset of S (F). Now using Lemma 1 we have the
continuous linear map of Z1 into 2)'(G) defined by {4}-

Then

therefore
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a < tS(f*φ)Jθ, g' > = Σ < IS (λvTv (g)/v)]9, g' >
V

Consequently

a)
We first show

PROPOSITION 9. Let 91 be a Jl-normal space of distributions. Let T be an
F-valued distribution. Let ube a continuous linear map of 9t(E) into Q)f(G)
such that the restriction of u to ζΰ&E is of the form u(φ(g)e) = (φ®e)*θT. If 9t
or E has the approximation property, then f is *θ-composable with every ele-
ment S of 9C{E) and β T

PROOF. Since Er

c = (Ey)
f

c, 9t(Ey) coincides with dt(E\ but the former has a
finer topology than the latter. If E has the approximation property, so does
Ey. Therefore we may assume that E has a r-topology ([11], p. 17), then any
compact disk of E'c is an equicontinuous subset of E'.

Now let us denote by Γ the set of 5 e 9t{E) with the following properties:

(2) [S(f *φ)~]θ e Q)'Li (G) for every φ e ©,

(3) φ u(S) = [ [S(TW)!dx for every φ e ©,

(4) if S e Γ, then (3S e Γ for every β e k.

Clearly Γ is linear and contains Q)(g)E which is dense in dt(E) since 9t or
E has the approximation property. It is sufficient to show that Γ is closed in
dt(E). Suppose S tends to So in 9t(β\ and S e Γ. The properties (2), (3), (4)
together with the fact that dt iβ ^-normal imply that {[5(Γ*^)i} is a Cauchy
filter in Q)r

Lι{G), and therefore converges to an x in Q)'Li(&). On the other hand

(5) <[5(Γ*0)1, g'>=

T*φ is locally r-bounded in &(F). Since θ'(g) is a continuous map of F into
E'c, it is easy to see that (I<g)θXg))f*φ is locally r-bounded in <§(£,)• Since the
bilinear form <e, e> is hypocontinuous with respect to the equicontinuous
subsets of E'c9 we can apply Corollary 1 to Proposition 32 of Schwartz [12] (p.
133) to conclude that S((l(g)θ\g'))f*φ)^So((l<g)Θ/(g'))f*φ) in ©'. Therefore
(5) yields
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from which it follows that χ=[_So(f*φ)JρmQ)'φ). Let {an} be a sequence of
multiplicators. Then for each an

Passing to the limit as 7z-̂ oo3 we have X=[_S0(f*φ)~]θ e 2)^i(G). Now since
[_S0(f *φ)~}θ is the limit of {{_S(T*φ)~]θ} in 2)£i(G), the properties (2), (3), (4) re-
quired for So are immediate.

Thus the proof is completed.
Now we take F as 2b(E; G) and θ as the bilinear map Ex&b(E; G) into G

as usual, where, b denotes the topology of bounded convergence. Then the
map θ is hypocontinuous with respect to the bounded subset of E and the
equicontinuous subsets of 2b(E; G).

By making use of Proposition 9 we have

THEOREM 1. Let ube a continuous linear map of 96 (E) into 2)'(G), where
96 is £-normal and £6 or E is assumed to have the approximation property.
Suppose δ 6 96 or 2>b(E; G) is sequentially complete. If the restriction of u to
Q)(g)E is commutative with any translation, then there exists a unique f e
Q)'(βb(E; G)) such that T is *θ-composable with any element S of 96{E) and u(S)=
S*ΘT.

PROOF. Let S(g)e e dt<g>E and φ e 2). Putting L(S, φ)e = φ*u(S<ξ§e\ since u
is continuous, it follows that L(S, φ) e £(£; G). Now if we put φ-L(S)=L(S, φ\
then the map L(S): φ-^L(S, φ) of © into &b(E; G) is continuous. In fact, let B
and C be any bounded subsets of 2) and E respectively. When φ and e run
through B and C respectively, the set {(φ-L(S))e} = {φ-u(S(g)e)} is bounded in
G. Since 2) is bornological, it follows that L(S) is continuous, that is, L(S) e
Q)'(2b(E; G)).

Next we Show that the map L: S-*L(S) of 9ί into Q)r(2b(E; G)) is continu-
ous. This is easily seen from the equation

and from the fact that u is continuous.
We have for any φ, φ e 2)

= (φ.thL(ψ))e.

Hence L(φ) is commutative with any translation. Consequently, owing to
Proposition 4 there exists a unique distribution f e Q)'(βb(E; G)") such that
L(S) = S*T for every S e 91. When δ e 9L, then T = δ*T=L(δ) e 2) /(«,(£; G)).
Next suppose ^(E1; G) is sequentially complete. Let {Pn} be a sequence of
regularizations. Then φ-(pn*T) = pn (φ*T) 6 S6(£; G) for each rc. Hence we have
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φ'T = lim Pn (φ*f) € 2b(E; G). Therefore T e Q>'(2b(E; G)).

Next we have for any φ.ψeQ)

Consequently

Hence we can apply the preceding proposition 9 to conclude our statements
of the theorem. The proof is completed.

Here we note that when E and G are Banach spaces and 9ί is any of <8',
2)' and ©.;, the theorem was proved by Lions ([5], p. 150).

If T eQ)'(F) is *0-composable with any S e dt(E) and moreover if the
linear map u: S-^S*dT is continuous from 3C{E) into a space of vector valued
distributions ^(G), we shall say that u is a strict convolution map of dC{E)
into 3i(G).

LEMMA 6. // EεF is barrelled, then E and F are also barrelled.

PROOF. Let Af be a weakly bounded subset of E'. Let f be any fixed
non-zero element of F' and choose / 6 F in such a way that </, f> = l. For
any $ e EeF, ζ is considered to be a bilinear form on Ef

c^Ff

c. Now ζ(e\f) =

< Ί ( A e ' > T h i s s h o w s t h a t t h e s e t £(e'> / ) w i t h e ί n A' i s bounded. Since,
by assumption, EεF is barrelled, there exists a neighbourhood W of 0 in EεF
such that

lfCe',/01^1 for e'eA', ξ e W.

Let U be a neighbourhood of 0 in E such that Uξ&fC W. Then, for any e€ U
and e' 6 A', we have

This proves that E is barrelled. Similarly we see that F is barrelled.
We note that if £ is a Banach space and if dί is nuclear, then dt(β) is

barrelled when and only when 9ί is barrelled.

LEMMA 7. Let S e ©'(£), f e Q)\F) and φeQ). If E is barrelled,'the map
) ] 9 of Q)\E) into Q)'(G) is continuous.

PROOF. Since E is barrelled, the bilinear map θ is hypocontinuous with
respect to the bounded subsets of F. Then Corollary 1 to Proposition 32 of
Schwartz [12] (p. 133) shows that the map 5~>[5(Γ*<£f]9 of ©'(£) into 2>'(G)
is continuous.

By virtue of these lemmas we can show
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PROPOSITION 10. Let ft be a space of distributions. Let 9i be a normal
space of distributions with Q) strictly dense in 9i'σ. Suppose that f e Q)'(F) is
*θ-composable with any S e 9C(E) and that S*ΘT e 3ί(G). If 9t(E) is barrelled,
the linear map S-+S*ΘT of 9C(E) into 9i{G) is continuous.

PROOF. Since E becomes barrelled by Lemma 6, the linear map S->-
[_S(f*φ)^\9 of 9C(E) into Q)'(G) is continuous by Lemma 7. But, by assumption,
[_S(f*φ)Jθ 6 Q)'Li(G\ whence, by Corollary to Proposition 2, the map 5->
iS(f*φ)Jθ of 9t(E) into 2>£i(G) is continuous. Therefore the map S-+S*ΘT of
9t(E) into 2)'(G) is also continuous. Using again the corollary cited above one
can conclude that the map S-+S*ΘT of 96 (E) into di{G) is continuous, which
completes the proof.

§ 5. Strict convolution map between two spaces of
vector valued distributions (elementary case)

This section and the next are devoted to the investigations on the be-
havior of strict convolution maps between two spaces of vector valued distri-
butions concerning the assigned continuity. Let us denote by 96, 9i, H, Wu
normal spaces of distributions and by E, F, G the locally convex spaces. We
assume that G is quasi-complete, θ will stand for a separately continuous
bilinear map of E x F into G. Recall that a convolution map * of 96x9i into
1 is, by definition, a separately continuous bilinear map, coinciding on © x ©
with the usual convolution. Here, if we further assume that 91 or 3i is k-
normal, the convolution map is strict in our sense (see Proposition 3).

In this section we shall deal with the case called elementary where * or
θ is continuous. For our later purpose we need the following lemmas.

LEMMA 8. Let E, i% G be three LCSs. Let θ be a separately continuous
bilinear map of Ex F into G. If A is a bounded subset of E and B is a bounded
completing subset of F, then Θ(Λ, B) is bounded in G.

PROOF. There exists an absolutely convex bounded subset J9O# of F
such that FBl is a Banach space with Bλ as the unit ball. The restriction of θ
to ExFBl becomes hypocontinuous with respect to the bounded subsets of E.
Hence it follows that Θ(A, B) is bounded in G, which was to be proved.

LEMMA 9. Let 96 be a £-normal space of distributions and E, F, G be LCSs,
G being assumed to be quasi-complete. Let θ be a separately continuous bilinear
map of Ex F into G. Further we assume that 9tξ>§E is strictly dense in 9ί(E).
Let f 6 9C'C(F) be a nuclear linear map of 9t into F, that is, we can write

j

with hj in an equicontinuous 11° in 9t'c,
(\l being a neighbourhood of 0 in 9C and

fj in a compact disk f of F and Σ U/1 < °°. Then, for any S 6 9ί(E),
j
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(i) Φ(S,f) = Y>λj<h/jS,fJ>Θ converges in ©^(G), where <hfS,f>θ =
-> J' ->

<9(/)) (h'S). And Φ(S, f) is independent of the representations off;
(ii) Moreover iff is locally βQ-bounded in S(F\ then Φ(S, f) = [_sfj9(=

(/(8>0) [SΓ ] t), where [βf ] t denotes the multiplicative product of S and f in the
sense of Schwartz (C12], p. 134).

PROOF, (i): Any element h! of 9t' is a multiplicator of dί into Q>'L\ since
9i is ^-normal. It follows that h'S e Q)'Li(E) for S e 9t(E). And it is easy to
see that if ti runs through an equicontinuous subset ί/° of dt'c the set {h'S} is
bounded in 2)£i(2ί). Since f is a compact disk of F, it follows from Lemma 8
that the set {<h'S, f>β}h^^ΰ,/βί is bounded in 2)£i(G). Therefore the series
0(S, Γ) converges in Q)'L\(G). Next we shall prove that Φ(S, f) is independent
of the representations of f. To this end it is sufficient to prove the case ΐ =
0. We note that the linear map S-^Φ(S, f) of d6(E) into 2)£i(G) is quasi-con-
tinuous, that is, the map is continuous on any bounded subset of dt(E). Let
5-*0 on a bounded subset of 9t{E). Then for any h! and /, {<tiS,f>θ} is
bounded and converges to 0 in Q);

Li(G). In fact, let β run through a bounded
subset of k. The equations β><tiS, f>θ = θ(β-h/5, f) = ΘQι'β S,/) show that
since the set {Λ'β} is equicontinuous in dC'cyΘQιβ S,f)^»Q in G as 5->0 and the
set {tiβ S} is relatively compact. Hence by Lemma 8 the set {θ(tiβ S, f)} is
bounded in G. First suppose that 5 is decomposable: 5 = 5®e, S e 91, e 6 E.
The linear map h'^Sti of ̂  into 2>' is continuous. Therefore the map Γ->
SΓ of 8t'c(F) into ©'(ί1) is continuous. Hence we have

Σ^;®/ y Σy;®/y = sf = 0.

Consequently

Next consider the general case where S is any element of 9ί(E). Since the
map §-+Φ(S, f) is quasi-continuous and dt®E is, by assumption, strictly dense
in dt(E\ we have Φ(S, f ) = 0, as desired.

(ii): Finally, let f be locally /^-bounded in &(F). Then for any a e ©,
af can be written as follows:

af = 2]/f/O/(g)/y,
y

with aj in an equicontinuous subset of 2) and /y in a compact disk of F and
Σ! I #y I < °° 0 n the other hand, af = a*Σiλjh'J<g)fj = Σiλjahj(g)fj. Because of the

y ^ _̂  y y

uniqueness of Φ(5, f) proved above, we have

aΦ(S, f) = Φ(S, af) = [S(af)~]e = a[_Sf],.
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Consequently Φ(S, f}= [_ST^Θ. The proof is completed.

REMARK. In the preceding lemma we assumed that θίd&E is strictly dense
in 9t{β). If we assume instead that Sίξ&E is dense in dί(E) and that θ is
hypocontinuous with respect to the compact disks of F, the conclusions of the
preceding lemma remains valid. This is because that in virtue of the expres-
sion Φ(S, T) the linear map S->Φ(S, f) of dί(E) into ©KG) will become con-
tinuous as seen from the proof of our lemma.

We shall now consider the case where the convolution map *: dί x di~>H
is continuous.

THEOREM 2. Let dί, di, M be three normal spaces of distributions, M being
assumed to be complete and E, F, G be three LCSs, G being assumed to be quasi-
complete. We assume that dί is nuclear, Jl-normal and dί<ξξ>E is strictly dense
in dί(E). Suppose that the convolution map *: dίxdi^JH is continuous and
that the bilinear map θ: ExF-+G is separately continuous. Then any S e dί(E)
and T 6 dί(F) are *θ-composable and S*ΘT e J1(G).

(a) The linear map T->S*Jf of 3ί{F) into JI(G) is quaέi-continuous. More-
over if H'c is barrelled, the linear map S-^>S*Θ fof'dί(E) into M(G) is also quasi-
continuous.

(b) // θ is hypocontinuous with respect to the compact disks of E, then the
linear map T-^S*ΘT is uniformly continuous with respect to the equicontinu-
ous subsets of &(E'C; dC).

(c) // θ is hypocontinuous with respect to the compact disks of F, then the
linear map S-^>S*ΘT is uniformly quasi-continuous with respect to the equi-
continuous subsets of S(F^; <9C). Further, if F is quasi-complete, any compact
subset of έK(F) is an equicontinuous subset of S(F;

C έK) (Cll], p. 22), therefore the
linear map S-+S*ΘT is uniformly quasi-continuous with respect to the compact
subsets of <0C(F).

(d) // θ is hypocontinuous with respect to the bounded subsets of E and F,
then so is *#.

Finally,
(e) // θ is continuous, then so is *θ.

PROOF. Let 09 be any disked neighbourhood of 0 in M. Since the con-
volution map *: dί x 3i^& is continuous, we can find two disked neighbour-
hoods U and 09 of 0 in 9ί and 3i respectively such that ί/*Q9C0(9. Now we
choose a compact disk f in F such that the image of f ° by the map T is con-
tained in 09. Since 9ί is assumed to be nuclear, there exists a disked neigh-
bourhood % of 0 in Bί such that the map /: dί^-^dί^ is nuclear. Here / is of
the form:

where h) e Ψ, hj e U and Σ \ λ j <oo. The bilinear map (h, V)-+h*V of 9t x l'c
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into 9ί'c, as the transposed map of the convolution map 9t x <9C->M, is a strict
convolution map since 9ί is ^-normal. Let V e 09° and f e 9i{F). Putting
<f*il\ h> = <f, h*ΐ>, $*λV e 9ί'c{F) is considered as a continuous map of 9ί
into F factorized as follows:

where ίu ί2 are the canonical maps and */' is the continuous extension of the
convolution map h-^>h*V of 91% into dί'y*. Therefore T*ιV can be written as

a) f*r= *jbwj<g>fj,ftl,,
y = i

where/ y ,^ Γ = (^*/>ΓCQ90 :f Cf, h) e U° and ΣUyl <° ° . According to Lemma
j

9

Φ(S, f*γV) = "Σλj <h'j§,fj,f,r>t e ®ii(G)
• j

for every S e 9t{E). In particular, Γ*0, φ e ©, is locally /90-bounded in <§(.F),
so that 0(5, ?*0) = [S(?*0)I]fl 6 ©ίi(G). Therefore, by definition, 5 and f are
*θ-composable.

We shall next prove that if 1 is complete, S*θf e J2 (G). To this end we
put

U f CA ^ Λ , Ϊ . /-).

Then the map lf->Ψ{ΐ) of 0&°C^c into 61 is continuous. In fact, fj,f.r =
(hj*V)-f = l'-Qij*T) tends to 0 for each / when Z'-̂ O in 09°, and the set
{ΘQij S, fj,τ>r)}h'jζ&oj'er-0 is bounded in G. According to Proposition 8 of
Schwartz [11] (p. 41) asserting that a linear map of H!

c into an LCS is continu-
ous, when Jl is complete and the map is continuous on any equicontinuous subset
of M'c, the map V-^Ψ(lr) is continuous from H'c into G. We can conclude that
there exists an element ψ e Jβ(β) such that Ψ(l') = V- ψ for every V e J2'c. Now V
may be chosen an arbitrary element of 2), so that we can write // # = // (5*θf),
and therefore ¥ = S*ΘT e M(G\ as desired.

From now on let ί/, ί/, 09, Q$ be chosen as before. Here we note that 09
may be chosen an arbitrary fixed disked neighbourhood of 0 in J2.

(a): Suppose that f converges to 0 in £C(F) lying in a bounded subset 93
of 3i{F\ We shall first show that S*,f->0 in R{G) for every fixed S e 9ί{β).
It is known that any bounded subset of <£K(F) is an equicontinuous subset of
S(JF£; X) ([11], p. 28). Therefore we can choose a bounded disk fx of F so that
any T e S3 maps fJ into 09. As before, we write
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where the set {fj.f.Ί'} i s contained in fx. For each /, θ(kj S,fj,f,r) converges
to 0 as f ^ O uniformly with respect to /' e Q9°. And the set {Θ(hj-S,fj}f}l,)}h'j(:
fo.fcx.rcr0 becomes bounded by Lemma 8. Taking into account the equation
<S*θT, Z'>=ΣΛy0(A; S,/y,rf/,), we see that S*ΘT-^Q when f ^ O in 93.

j

Next suppose that H'c is barrelled. Let T be fixed and let S converges to
0 in a bounded subset 93i of 9t(E\ We shall prove that S*ΘT-^0 in M(G). To
this end, in view of the Banach-Steinhaus theorem it is sufficient to show that
<S*ΘT, Γ> converges boundedly to 0 for every fixed l\ which may be assum-
ed to be an element of 09° since we can take Q9° such that Γ e 09° for a given
l\ Also we may assume that T*ιΓ is of the form (1). Then we see that
O(hj S9fjtft //) converges boundedly to 0 for each / when 5->0 in 93i, and that the
set {θ(h'j ϊ>9 fj,f,l')}h'.€&o,-§t:φlίfjtψ ιf€f is bounded. Then, owing to the equation

<§*0T, l'>=*Σλjθ(hj S,fjtf,r\ we can conclude that <S*ΘT,Γ> converges
j

boundedly to 0 in G, as desired.
(b): Suppose that θ is hypocontinuous with respect to the compact disks

of E. Let S lie in an equicontinuous subset % of &(E'C 91). Then there exists a
compact disk f of E such that each < 5, ί° > is contained in U. By our as-
sumption on θ we can find a neighbourhood V of 0 in such a way that θ(*9 V)
C W for a given neighbourhood W of 0 in G. /Now consiφr the set V of the
elements T e £K(F) such that Q9° f C V. V is, by definition, a neighbourhood
of 0 in 3ί(F). Then hr

rS 6 f and fjιTt r 6 Q9°.f C V for 5 6 ?ί, f € V and Γ e 09°.
Therefore we have for every 5 6 *', f 6 F, Zr e 09°

which implies that the map T-^S*ΘT is uniformly continuous with respect to
the equicontinuous subsets of 2(β'c; 9C).

(c): Suppose that θ is hypocontinuous with respect to the compact disks
of F. Let 5->0 in a bounded subset 93 of dt(β) and let f lie in an equicontinu-
ous subset 91 of &(F'C; cK). Then we can find a compact disk f of F such that
<f, f° > C 09 for every f 6 Si. We may assume that f*xl' is of the form (1) with

fj,τ,i' 6 f By o u r assumption on θ, <9(̂y 5,/y,^,Γ)->0 in G for each / as 5->0
in 93 and the set {ΘQi^S, fjtfr)}ye^\se^,f^,re^rQ is bounded in G. Therefore
§*θΐ-^0 uniformly in M(G) when f lies in §!.

(d): Suppose that θ is hypocontinuous with respect to the bounded sub-
sets of E and F. It is known that any bounded subset of 9t{E) (resp. έK(F)) is
an equicontinuous subset of 2(Eί dt) (resp. ${F'h <&)) ([11], p. 28). From this
fact together with our assumption on θ we can conclude just as in (b), (c) that
the bilinear map *θ: 9t{E) x cK(F)-*Jl(β) becomes hypocontinuous with respect
to the bounded subsets of dt{E) and 3ί(F).

(e): Suppose that θ is continuous. Let W be a neighbourhood of 0 in G,
then there exist two neighbourhoods U and V of 0 in E and F respectively
such that (9(17, V) C W. Let U (resp. F) be a neighbourhood of 0 in 9C(E) (resp.
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X(F)) such that Ψ-UC U (resp. Q9° FC V). Then we have for 5 e V, f e V,
Z'eQί>°

<s*θT, l'>= Έλjθih'j-S, /y, f,,,) e Σ I ^ I r ,
j j

which shows that the bilinear map *θ is continuous.
Thus the proof is completed.

REMARK. It is shown that £'c is a space of type (β\ a fortiori barrelled,
if J? is a complete Schwartz space ([11], p. 43, [7], p. 431).

Next we turn to the case where θ is continuous.

THEOREM 3. Let 96, 9i, 1 be three normal spaces of distributions on RN.
Let E, F, G be three LCSs. We assume that M, G are quasi-complete. Further
we assume that 96 is nuclear and (k-normal. Suppose the convolution map (S,
71)—>5*T of 96xdiinto J2 is defined and 7-continuous, that is, hypocontinuous
with respect to the compact disks of 96 and 9i. Let θ be a continuous bilinear
map of ExF into G.

(a) // H and G are complete, of if 91 or E has the strict approximation
property, then any S e 96{E) and T e £K(F) are *d-composable and S*ΘT e J2(G\
where the map S-^S*θf of 9ί(E) into J2(G) is continuous. If we further assume
that 9l'c is nuclear, then the bilinear map (S, T)^>S*ΘT of £6(E)XcK(F) into
M(G) is hypocontinuous with respect to the bounded subsets of 9C(E) and the
compact subsets of <0C(F) whenever 96, 9i are quasi-complete.

(b) If the convolution map of 9ίx 9i into A is ^-continuous, that is, hypo-
continuous with respect to the bounded subsets of 96 and 9i, and if & and G are
complete or if 96 or E has the strict approximation property, and if 96 is quasi-
complete and 96'c is nuclear, then the bilinear map (5, T)^»S*θf of 96{E) x 9ί(F)
into M(G) is ^-continuous.

PROOF. Let f e X(F). First we define the map: S-^S^T of 96 into M(F)
as follows: < 5 * i f , / / > = 5 * < f , / / > for any / ' eF. Since the convolution
map of 96 x 9i into J2 is /-continuous, it is easy to verify that the linear map
S—•S*iΓ of 96 into M(F) is continuous. By our assumption 96 is ^-normal.
According to Proposition 4 any S e 96 is composable with f and S*iT=S*T.
Then from Remark 3 in Section % it follows that S(g)e is *θ-composable with f
and (S®e)*β? = (/(g)ff(e)) (S*f). Thus we have a bilinear map (S, e)->(S®e)*βf
of 96 x E into M(G). Now we show that the bilinear map thus obtained is con-
tinuous. To this end let A be any equicontinuous subset of G'. For any g e
A we have

(1) g
= S*<T,θ'\e,g')>,

where 0" is defined by the equation <θ(e, / ) , g'> = </, 0"(e, g')>. Since θ is
continuous, we can find neighbourhoods U and V of 0 in E and F respectively
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so that for any e e U, f e V, g 6 A we have

Therefore the image 0"(i7, A) (C F°) is an equicontinuous subset of F. There-
fore since S->S*Γ is continuous, if Q& is any neighbourhood of 0 in J2, we can
find a neighbourhood U of 0 in 9t in such a way that for any S e U and e 6 U
we have

(2) <S*f,f l / / (e,g / )>6θ9.

Consequently it follows from (1) that the map (5, e)-»(S(g)e)*βΓ under con-
sideration is continuous.

Si is nuclear by our assumption, and therefore dC^zE^dt^^E and dt(β)
C dt^JE. If M and G are complete, then we can extend the above map uni-
quely to the continuous linear map u of dt(E) into J2(G) which coincides on
ζD(g)E with the 0-convolution map by f. Therefore we can apply Proposition
9 to infer that any S e 9t(β) is *a-composable with f and that S->S*ΘT is a
continuous linear map of dC{E) into M(G). In case where 9t or E has the strict
approximation property, we can reach the same conclusion by a similar way.

When 3i is quasi-complete (resp. when the convolution map St x di-^H is
/9-continuous), the map S-^S*<Γ, θ"(e9 g')> i§ uniformly, continuous when f
lies in a compact subset (resp. a bounded subset) of <£K(S) and e e C/, g 6 ̂ 4'.
By the same way as above we can infer that the map S-+S*ΘT is uniformly
continuous with respect to the compact subsets (resp. bounded subsets) of

Now we shall assume that 9t'c is nuclear and prove that the linear map
T-+S*ΘT of 3i{F) into M(G) is continuous.

First we define the convolution map (f, Rr)^T*ιRf of Jkx Me ί n t o 9t'c by
the equation

It is easy to see thas *i is hypocontinuous with respect to the compact disks
of Iκ and the equicontinuous subsets of Jl'c. We then define Γ*17?/ by the equa-
tion

? ϊ > *iR', f 6 F.

Then the bilinear map (T, R'^f^R' of ^ ( F ) x £'c into ^^(ί 1) is hypocontinu-
ous with respect to the equicontinuous subsets of J2'C. Let A be any equicon-
tinuous subset of G' and choose neighbourhoods UCE, VCF as before. Then
0"(U, A) C V°. Here we assume that U is a disked neighbourhood of E.

Since the map S->S*ΘT is continuous, S-^<R/-(S*ΘT), g'> is a continuous
linear form on dt(E), to which there corresponds an element TR,yg, € 9t'c(E'\ ε)

)' ([12], p. 103). We show that 7V,^ transforms a neighbourhood of
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0 in dί into U° when g' eA\ and that we can write fJR/f̂

Indeed, for any φ e Q) and e e E we have

*βf), g'> = R' <φ*T, β"(e, g')>

= φ <ϊ*1R',θ"(e9g')>

Hence Γ*/,j/ = (/05'(g'))d**iΛ') From the equations just obtained it follows
that

S- <f R,ιg,, e> = S < ? * ! # , 0"(e, ^ ) > ,

which implies that for ee U, g e A there exists a neighbourhood % of 0 in 9ί
such that for every S 6 ί/

Thus ΓΛ ,̂ / can be identified with an element of {9ί{tχi))'.
Since <^ is nuclear, 5 is a subnuclear map of 9ί'c into E. Hence for UCE

we can find a compact disk C of ^ in such a way that the map 5 followed by
the canonical map E-*£u can be written as

Av lying in C and ev lying in the unit cube of t υ and TR,tg, may be considered
an element of {9ί{tυ^)'.

Now we can write

< 5 , Γ/?/,̂ /> = Σ^v<A v Γ^/^/3 e v >.
V

Let ^ be any equicontinuous subset of J?'. Let V be the set of elements f of
such that for f e V\ Rf e #', heC we have

Then V is, by definition, a neighbourhood of 0 in 9i{F). For every f e V we
have

I <Av 7V,j/, e v >

Therefore

which proves that the map T~^»S*βT is continuous.
Finally we assume that 9ί is quasi-complete. Let S run through a bound-
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ed subset of dt(E\ the maps S followed by the canonical map E->έu may be
written as

with the same hv and Λv as before. Therefore we can infer in a similar way
that T->S*ΘT is uniformly continuous with respect to the bounded subsets of
dC(E). Thus the proof is completed.

From the proof of the preceding theorem we can infer the following

COROLLARY. Let 9t, 3i be ^-normal and nuclear. Let H be complete. Let
E, F, G be three LCSs, G being assumed complete. Let θ be a continuous bilinear
map of Ex F into G. Suppose the convolution map of 9ίx 9i into £ is defined
and β-continuous. Then any S e dt(E) and T e £K(F) are *θ-composable and the
bilinear map (S, T)-+S*θf of 3t(E) x <0ί(F) into £(G) is β-continuous.

§ 6. Strict convolution map between two spaces of
vector valued distributions (general case)

Let @ be a saturated family of bounded subsets of an LCS E. A family
@ of subsets of E is called saturated if the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) if Ae(5, then λAe® for every λ>0;

(ii) if Ae @5 then any subset of A belongs to @;

(iii) if Ae@, then the disked envelope of A belongs to @;

(iv) if A, Be®, then A\JBe<5;

(v) every one point subset of E belongs to @.

Let θ be a separately continuous bilinear map of ExF into G. Let @ (resp. To)
be a family of bounded subsets A (resp. of bounded completing subsets B) of
E (resp. F) for which for any neighbourhood W of 0 in G there exists a neigh-
bourhood F(resp. U) of 0 in F (resp. E) such that Θ(A, V)C W (resp. Θ(U,B)C
W). Then θ becomes S-^-hypocontinuous.

Now we shall show the following theorem which bears a very close
analogy to Proposition 38 in Schwartz [12] (p. 159).

THEOREM 4. Let 91, di, J2, Tfί be normal spaces of distributions on RN and
E, F, G, be LCSs, where R'c and G are assumed to be quasi-complete. Suppose
that diCdt and the injection dί->9t is subnuclear, and that 3i is ^-normal.

Suppose the convolution map (5, J?)->5*iR of m xM into 9i is defined and sepa-
rately continuous. Let θ be a separately continuous bilinear map of ExF into
G. Then any S e 9fl(E) and f e 9t'c(F\ β0) are *θ-composable. Further, if the

convolution map *x is hypocontinuous with respect to the compact disks of WL or
those ofΊ, then S*ΘT e J2r

c(G).
Suppose that the convolution map *i is hypocontinuous with respect to the
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compact disks of H. Let @ (resp. ΊD) be a saturated family of bounded (resp.
bounded completing) subsets of E (resp. F) defined above.

(a) Let S lie in a subset of type & in 9ΐL(E). If f tends to 0 in dtf

c(F)
while lying in a βQ-equibounded subset, then S*ΘT converges to 0 uniformly in
J1'C(G) with respect to S. In particular, this is also the case if the injection of
3i into 9ί is nuclear, and if T tends to 0 in dt'c(F).

(b) // S tends to 0 in rίfl(E) and f lies in a Ίo-equibounded subset of dC'c(F),
then S*dT converges to 0 uniformly in J2'C(G) with respect to f.

PROOF. Let 5 e (ϊfl(E) and T<g)f e 9i'c(F). By assumption, <S, e'>*φ 6 3i
for any φ e 2) and e e E'. The map e-^<S, e>*φ of E'c into 3i is continuous.
Taking account of the fact that di is ^-normal, it follows from the remark
preceding Proposition 3 that (S*φ)T e Q)f

Lι(E) holds, so that, by Remark 3 (§2),
5 and T0f become >i^-composable. Let f be any element of dt'c(F\ βo\ that is,
f maps a neighbourhood of 0 in 01 into a bounded completing absolutely con-
vex subset B of F so that FB is a Banach space. The injection 9i-^dί being
subnuclear, a neighbourhood U of 0 in 3i may be found so that the map T can
be written as

with k'j in an equicontinuous subset ί/°,/} in a compact disk C of FB and \\fj\\B
—•() as y—>-oo and Σ|Λ/| <° ° . On the other hand S*φ is locally /?0-bounded in
&(E). Hence, considering f as an element of Q)'(E\ we can define the multi-
plicative product [_(S*φ)TJθ, which is written as

] a = [(5*0)

whence, by the remark preceding Proposition 9,

(1) lΦ*Φ) T2e = Σ λj \χ§*φ)
yi

As kj lies in an equicontinuous subset ί/°, the set {(^*^)fe^}yβl>2... is bounded in
Q)'Li(E). According to Lemma 8 and the fact that /} lies in a bounded com-
pleting subset of F, it follows that the set {[(5*0) (k'j (8)/y)Hβ} is bounded in
2>£i(G), whence the right side of (1) converges in ©ί<G). Therefore S and T
are ^-composable, and by integrating both sides of (1) we obtain

(2) S*ΘT = Σ λj S*θ (k'j (g)/y) e ©' (G).

Now let us define the convolution map (S, Λ)->l*iΛ of 9h(E) xβ into di(Έ)

by the equation <S*λR, e

/> = <S, e>*λR, e e E'. We note that S*XR forms a

bounded subset of 3i(E) when R runs through a compact disk of M. In fact,

< S , e'> lies in a compact disk of Ίΐl when e' runs through an equicontinuous
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disk of E\ Then by Lemma 8 the set {<S, e'>*iR} and therefore the set
{5*i#} is bounded. Since Ĉ is ^-normal and S*ιR belongs to cK(E), it follows
that C(l*iR)(fey0/y)I]βe©ii(G). Accordingly

(3) J[(S*i#) {k] ̂ fj)JΘdx = θ(k'r(§*iR), //) * G.

First we suppose that the map *i is hypocontinuous with respect to the

compact disks of <h. Then the map R-+θ(k'r(S*ιR\ fj) of M into G is continu-
ous. This is because .R->0 implies S*ιR-+0 in 9i{K) by the assumption just
made, and in turn kj-(S*ιR)^0 in E. For any φ e 2), as S and k^fj are de-
composable,

(4) J[(S*0) (k'j <g>fj)lθdx = φ (S*θ(k'j(g)/,)).

This together with (3) implies that 5*,(^ (g)/y) 6 M'C(G) and

(5)

Using this we next show that 5] λj S*θ(kj(g)fj) converges in J2'C(G). Let R run

through a compact disk C of M, then the set {Λ (̂ *β(fcy®/y))}y-i,2,...fΛec is
bounded in G. In fact, the set {fey (^*i R)}y=i,2,... is bounded in £ and /} is an
compact disk of F. Then, by Lemma 8, the set {0(&y<S*i#),//)}/=i,2,...,£ec is
Bounded in G. It follows from (3) and (5) that the set {£**(fcy®/y)}/-i,2,... is

oo oo

bounded in Mf

c(G). ]>]Λ; being convergent, *ΣλjS*θ(kj(g)fj) converges in J2r

c(G).
j = 1 j = 1

Now it follows from (2) that £*,? 6 ^ (G).
Now we suppose that the map *i is hypocontinuous with respect to the

compact disks of H. Consider the convolution map *J of 7ilxiKf

c into A'c in-
duced from the map *i. The map *J is hypocontinuous with respect to the
equicontinuous subsets of 9i'c, We define S*'^ e £'C(E) for any k! e ίK'c by the
equation R'(S*'1k') = k/-(S*1R\ Re M. Now the map R-+θ(R (S*[fy\fj) of HΊ

into G is continuous. For, if R->0 in i?7, then .R (5*ί&y)->0 in E. Noting that
the right side of (3) is rewritten as θ(R (S*[kj\ /y), we can infer from (3) and
(4) that ls*θ(kj (8)/y) 6 -^c(G). Proceeding just as before, we can conclude that
ΣΛy£*β(fcy<8>/y) converges in M'C(G\ so that 5*^f e J2;(G).

Now we shall turn to the proof of the cases (a) and (b) of the theorem.
v

Suppose that the convolution map *χ: m x Jl^di is hypocontinuous with re-
spect to the compact disks of H. Then, as proved above, S*ΘT e jβ'c(G) for
every S e Wl(E) and f e dί'c{F\ /90). Let S lie in a subset % of type @ in $%(£),
that is, for any equicontinuous subset 93' of W the set \JW-S is contained in
an A 6 @. Let Γ be in a /90-equibounded subset of dt'c(F) and Γ-^0 in 9t'c{F\
f may be written as
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with the same k) and λj, where k) lies in an equicontinuous subset of X\

*Σ\λj | <oo and {/y,r}y=i,2,...,?e?ι is contained in a bounded completing subset B

of F. Γ—•() implies that/y^-^0 for each j . Now consider the convolution map
*i of J2 x ^ into ^ induced from the map *i. Then we have

(6) R. (S*Θ(k} ®fj,f)) = Θ((R*'fk}) 'S, f j t f ) .

Let i? run through a compact disk C of M. By our assumption on * i ? since
{&y}y-i,2f... is contained in an equicontinuous subset of di1 it follows that
{R*lkj}j=ι,2,...,Rec is contained in an equicontinuous subset of 9flf

c. As S lies in
3ί, the set {(Λ*ί£j) S}yMif2,...,*€c,se3i is contained in an A e @. The map Θ: Ex
F^G is hypocontinuous with respect to @. Therefore by the equation (6), if
T tends to 0 in d6f

c{F), R-(β*θ(k'j®fj,τ)) f ° r e a c h / converges uniformly in G to
0 when Re C. On the other hand, the set {R'(S^θ(kj(S>fj,f))}J=-i,2t...,Rcc,s€7i is
bounded in G. Consequently, it follows from (2) that S*ΘT converges to 0 uni-
formly in H'C{G) as Γ->0. In particular, if the injection ί: di-^9t is nuclear, i
can be written as *Σλj(k'j(g)hj) with k) in an equicontinuous subset of 3i' and

any hj in a compact disk of 8t and Σ Uy I < °° If we take for Γ to be an ele-
_̂  y

ment of <9Cf

c(F), we can write Γ in the form:

where fjtf=hj ΐ. As in the preceding discussions with necessary modifica-
tions the equation (6) implies that S*af->0 uniformly in J2'C(G) when S lies in
a subset of type @ in ^ ( ί ) and f->0 in ^ ( F ) .

Next, let Γ run through a ^-equibounded subset 53 of dtf

c(F), and suppose
that 5->0 in ^ ( # ) . We shall show that S*θT^0 in ^ ( G ) . There exists a
neighbourhood 09 of 0 in dί such that

where 5i is an element of $. Now we can write f = Σiλjk
/

j(S)fj,f> where kj lie
y

in an equicontinuous subset of <̂ 7, ΣUy I < ° ° a n d /y,f lie in a ft 6 Ίo. Then
y _^ _* _•

we can infer in a similar way as above that, when 5—>Ό in 7fl(E\ S*ΘT con-
verges to 0 in Jl'ciβ) with respect to f.

Thus the proof is completed.

REMARK. In the preceding theorem we have assumed that the convolu-

tion map * x : vfί x Jl-^di is separately continuous. We note that if J2 (resp. (ϊtΐ)
is quasi-barrelled the map *i also becomes hypocontinuous with respect to the

V V

compact disks of vrί (resp. £). In fact, let C be any compact disk of Ίΐί. If B
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is a bounded subset of J?, then by Lemma 8 C*B is a bounded subset of 9ί, and
therefore absorbed in any given disked neighbourhood OS of 0 in 9ί. Let 09
be the set of elements I such that C*l C OS. 09 will be a disk absorbing B. H
being quasi-barrelled, 09 must be a neighbourhood of 0 in 1.

When Θ is continuous, Theorem 4 yields a result concerning elementary
convolution. However it is possible to obtain here a more general result by
relaxing a little the conditions on T. Given a disked neighbourhood W of 0
in G there exist two disked neighbourhoods U and V of 0 in E and F respec-
tively such that Θ(U, V)CW, so that we shall have a continuous bilinear map
d: έuX:Fv-+Gw deduced from Θ in an obvious way. Generally Sσ, S e 9C(E),
will stand for the continuous linear map of 9t'c into &Ό defined as the map S;
£6c->E followed by the canonical map E-+£u. Then by the definition of the
multiplicative product ([12], p. 120) we have for any 5 € ©'(£), T e Q)r{F\ φ e
2)

(7) L(

which will be made use in the proof of the following

COROLLARY 1. Let E, F, G be LCSs, and 91, 3ί, M, 9ίL be normal spaces of
distributions on RN, where G and Jl'c are assumed to be completg. Let θ be a con-
tinuous bilinear map of ExF into G and *i be a separately continuous convolu-

v

tion map ofmxM into 3i. If di(^9ί and the injection ίK-+9ί is subnuclear,
and if di is £-normal, then any S 6 9ΐί(E) and f e &C(9C; F) are *θ-composable
and S*ΘT e j£>'c(G).

Further if the map *i is hypocontinuous with respect to the compact disks
of J2, then we have

(a) Let S lie in a bounded subset of T(l(E). If T tenφ to 0 lying in an
equicontinuous subset of ^ciβl\ F), then S*ΘT converges to 0 uniformly in JIf

c(G)
with respect to S. In particular•, this is also the case if the injection of 3ί into
dt is nuclear, and if f tends to 0 in 2C(96; F).

(b) // S tends to 0 in 9fC(E) and f lies in an equicontinuous subset of
2c(βC; F), then S*ΘT converges to 0 uniformly in J2'C(G) with respect to f.

PROOF. Let U9 V, W be chosen as before, where W is an arbitrary given
disked neighbourhood of 0 in G. Then Sσ e cίfLφυ\ fv a « c(^, Fv)=96f

c(Fv; β0).
By the preceding theorem and (7) we have for any φ e 2)

It follows from this equation that {an\\S^φ)f~]θ} forms a Cauchy sequence in
©£i(G) for any sequence {an} of multiplicators. Since Q)'Li(G) is complete,
[_(S*φ)Tjθ 6 ©£i(G)5 so that S and f are *θ-composable and
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The injection 3i-^9ί being subnuclear, fv is written as

with kj in an equicontinuous subset of 3i'c and f, in a compact disk of Fv and
Σ Uy I < °°. Here we may take /} in V so that fj may be the canonical image
oίfj. Then

(8) Svnfv = Σλy(^*s(fc; ® Λ ))

We next show that S*ΘT e i?ί(G). For any g1 e W\ we have

(9) $ΐ

Each <Su*1k'j,b(fhg')> = <$u,bXfhg')>*iWj belongs to Z and for any
UM we have Z <^*ifc;, θ/(fj,g')>=k/

j (<Su, d'(/y,g ' ) > * i θ T h e s e t

{<5f/? dXfj,g')» is contained in a compact disk of ^ and {fcy} is equicon-
tinuous in 3i'c. Hence the set {/ <Sf/*i&y? b\f h g/)>}j=ι,2>...,gew0 is bounded,
that is, the set {<^*ifey, b'ίfh g)>}j-i,2,,..,g^w^ is σ(M;

c, ^-bounded, and
therefore is bounded in J2'c. J2'c being complete, (9) implies <5* Θ Γ, g>£ J£'c.
If g tends to 0 in G'c lying in W\ then each β'(fh g) tends to 0 in E'c, so
that <S*ifey3 θ'C/y, g 0 > converges to 0 in M'c. Therefore, it follows from (9)
that <S*ΘT, g> converges to 0 in A'c. According to Proposition 8 in Schwartz
[11] (p. 41), the map gf^><S*θT\ g> of Gc into H'c becomes continuous.
Consequently S*θf e J2'C(G).

If @ and Ίo are taken as the family of bounded subsets of t υ and Fv re-
spectively, any bounded subset of 7fl(£u) is a set of type @ in Ttltfu) and any
equicontinuous subset of £CG$K; Fv) is 'δ-equibounded. Then the cases (a) and
(b) are immediate consequences of the preceding theorem, completing the
proof.

As an immediate consequehce of Corollary 1 we have

COROLLARY 2. Let E, F, G be LCSs, and £C, 9ί, H be normal spaces of dis-
tributions, where G and M'c are assumed to be complete. Suppose that <0C is nu-
clear, £-normal and has the ϊ-topology. Let θ be a continuous bilinear map of
ExF into G and *χ be a separately continuous convolution map of dCx£Kr

c into
M'c. Then any S e dt(β) and T 6 3ί[(F) are *θ-composable and S*ΘT e H'C{G).

Further if the map *x is hypocontinuous with respect to the compact disks
of έKf

c, then we have
(a) // 5 lies in a bounded subset of 9ί{E) and f tends to 0 lying in an

equicontinuous subset of 3i'£F), then S*ΘT converges to 0 uniformly in M'C(G)
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with respect to 5.
(b) // 5 tends to 0 in 9t{E) and f lies in an equicontinuous subset of

3i'c{β), then S*ΘT converges to 0 uniformly in J2[(G) with respect to f.

§ 7. Examples

Let E, F> G be three LCSs, G being assumed to be quasi-complete. Let 0
be a separately continuous bilinear map of E x F into G.

EXAMPLE 1. Qf

c, the space of convolution maps of ^J' iίito itself, is a nu-
clear barrelled space ([3], Chap. II, p. 131). It is easy to verify that O'c is
^-normal. As already indicated in Section 3 the convolution map *: O'c x 0'c-^
O'c is continuous. Applying Theorem 2 to the case where (06=<9C = jP = O/

c,we
obtain:

The strict convolution map *θ: 0r

c(E) x 0f

c(F)-+0f

c(G) is defined and is
separately quasi-continuous. Further the map is hypocontinuous (resp. con-
tinuous) whenever θ is hypocontinuous (resp. continuous).

We shall show that for any S e G'C(E) and f e 0f

c(F)

(1) 9(S*ΘT) = [30)9(T)ΊΘ,

where 3- stands for the Fourier transform. We first note that the right
side of (1) makes sense if we consider it as a multiplicative product 6 2>'(G)
of elements of Q)f(E) and &(F) respectively. 3(5) is locally /90-bounded in
Q)\E). In fact, let a e 2) and put 0 = 9'\a) e άP. We have a9(8) = 9(0*8).
Owing to Lemma 5, β*S is /90-bounded in 0c(E\ and therefore 9-(β*S) is β0-
bounded in (0M)XE) and a fortiori in Q)'(E). Consequently, 9(5) is locally βQ-
bounded in Q)\E). Therefore, considering 3-(T) e 0c(F) to be an element of
S(F\ we can define the multiplicative product [β(S)3-(f)^\θ e Q)'(G) ([12], p.
134). The bilinear maps (5, T)^9(S*ΘT) e Q)r(G) and (5, T)-• [β(S)9(f)], 6
ζΰf(G) are separately quasi-continuous ([12], p. 134). If 5 and f are decom-
posable: 5 =S(g)e and f = T1®/, 5, T € 0'c, e e E, f e F, then we have

It follows since O'c<g>E and Gr
c®F are strictly dense in 0f

c(E) and O'C(F)
respectively that 3(5*,f) = [£(5)3(f)] , for any 5 6 0f

c(E) and T e Gf
c(F).

Further we shall show that we have for any x0 e RN

(2) 9(5*βf) (Λo) = θ (3(5) (Λo), 3 ( f ) (*o)).

Indeed, we consider the element δXo e (0M)' and put φ = 3 ( ^ 0 ) = e"
2W*° έ 6 0 c ?

where χo ξ denotes the scalar product of x0 e RN and ξ e ΞN

9 the dual of RN.
Now 5*0 is /?o-bounded in 0c(E) by Lemma 5. Using the notations in the
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proof of Theorem 2, Φ(S*φ, f) e Q)'Lχ and I Φ(S*φ, ΐ)dχ= <S*ΘT, φ>. This

yields

<δXQ9 3 (£*,?)> = <φ, S*ΘT>

, T)dx

= θ(9(S)(xo\φ-T)

Consequently we have the equation (2). (1) and (2) show that [β(S)9 (Ty]θ €
0M(G) and [β(S)2(T)-l(xo) = θ(2(S)(xo\2(T)(xo)).

Here we have:
The multiplicative product map (S, T)^>[STJΘ of 0M(E) x 0M(F) into 0M(G)

is well defined and is separately quasi-continuous and if S and f are decom-
posable, [(S(g)e) (Γ(g)/)]9= SΓ(g)0(e, /) for 5, T e 0M, e 6 E, f c F. Further the
map is hypocontinuous (resp. continuous) whenever θ is hypocontinuous (resp.
continuous).

As a consequence of this assertion we can conclude the following asser-
tion, the case in which θ is continuous is a simple consequence of the proposi-
tion in Schwartz ([12], p. 120).

The multiplicative product map (5, T)-+[_STJΘ of &(E) x &(F) into &(G) is
well defined and is separately quasi-continuous. Further the map is hypocon-
tinuous (resp. continuous) whenever θ is hypocontinuous (resp. continuous).

In fact, let α , r e 2 ) such that ΐ = l on the support of a. Now aS = ϊaS e
0M(E). Since there exists an element SιeOf

c(E) such that aS = <3-(Sί). α5 =
ΐ3-(Sι) is /Vbounded in Q)'(E) as indicated above. Therefore [_STJΘ makes
sense if we consider it as a multiplicative product eQ)f(G) of elements of
ζbf(E) and S(F) respectively. Next we take au βx e © such that ax(x)βι(x)
= 1 in a neighbourhood of x0 e RN. Since aλS 6 0M(E) and βxf e 0M(F\ there
exist Si 6 Gf

c(E) and fx e 0f

c(F) such that a1§ = d (β1) and βxT = (3-(fι) respec-
tively. If we consider [_(aιS) (β\f)~]Θ as a multiplicative product e 0M(G) of
elements of 0M(E) and 0M(F) respectively, then from the preceding result we
have

= aι(x)β1(x)θ(S(x\f(x)).
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On the other hand, if we consider [(αiS) (βiT)~]θ as a multiplicative product
6 2)'(G), \i{aιS){βιT)'}θ = aιβΎ[_Sfliθ in Q)r(G\ whence in a neighbourhood of x0

Raj) (βiT)Ί£x) = αi(*)&(*) [5f],(*). Consequently, [5f] β ( Λ o ) = β(£(*o), f (*o))
for any x0 e Λ" and [_ST~]9 e S(G).

In Theorems 2 and 3 we have assumed that the convolution map *: 9t x
9ί->H or 0: ExF-+G is continuous. Otherwise it is generally not possible to
define the 0-convolution map between 3t(E) and oK(F)9 or even when it is pos-
sible the ^-convolution need not belong to J2(G) as the examples follow.

EXAMPLE 2. Let E=(s\ the space of the sequences ξ=(ξn)n-o,ι,2,... of com-
plex numbers equipped with the usual topology. It is well known that (5) is
a nuclear space of type (F). We take F=(s)\ the strong dual of (5), which
is the space of sequences V = (Vn)n=0,1,2,... of complex numbers with only a finite

number of components not zero. We define 0(1, ί ) = Σ £ Λ Therefore G is
rc = 0

assumed to be the space of complex numbers. Then 0 is hypocontinuous, but
not continuous. Let ~en be the unit vector of (s) such that the n-th component
of ~en is 1, but the others are 0. {en} forms a.Schauder basis of E. Let {e'n}

be its dual basis in Er. Then we can write 1= Σf»e n , y= Σ Vn^n- Now we
n=0 n=0

consider the spaces of vector valued distributions &(E) and &(F). It is to be
noticed that the convolution map *: <S/ x &-+Q)r is not continuous. We shall
show that there exist vector valued distributions S 6 &'(E) and f 6 &(F) which
are not *θ-composable. In fact, we put

where a is a positive element of 2). It is easy to verify that 5 e &{E) and
T e&(F). Let φ be any positive element of 2). Then an easy calculation
yields

This is not an element of Q)'Li. For, otherwise the sequence {\ \XS*φ)T~]θan(χ)dχ}

would be bounded,for any sequence {an} of multiplicators, which is evi-
dently a contradiction. Consequently S and f are not *β-composable.

EXAMPLE 3. Taking E as the space of the rapidly decreasing suquences
-» °°

f=(?ιi)»-o,i,2,... of complex numbers with semi-norms [|?H/,= ^Σnp\ξn\, p = l ? 2,
n = 0

• , it is a nuclear space of type (F). Let F be the strong dual of #, which is

the space of the slowly increasing sequences V = (Vn)n-o,i,2... of complex num-

bers. We take 0(1, τf)= ΣinVn Therefore G is assumed to be the space of
. « = 0

complex numbers. Then θ is hypocontinuous, but not continuous. Consider
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the spaces of vector valued distributions 6f(E) and 6fr(F). Here the convolu-
tion map *: <i/ x ύϊ'-^ζb1 is not continuous. Then we can show that there exist
vector valued distributions S e 6f(E) and f e άPr(F) which are not *θ-composable.

Let ~en, ~ef

n be chosen as in the preceding example, and put S = Σ r n a ® ew e ^(β)

and f = ]>] r_w/3®~e'n e άP'(F) for positive α, β e 2). Then we have for any posi-

tive ^ e 2)

If the 0-convolution S*ΘT is defined, we must have [_S(T*φ)2θ 6 L1. But it is a
contradiction as follows:

lS(jt*ΦX]9dx= itWn
0 J

It follows from this example that we cannot generally define the convolu-
tion map *β of ^XS) x 0^(F) into 2)'(C).

EXAMPLE 4. Let J ^ = § and let F=^/''. Let (9 be the multiplicative product
map of S x .i/' into 2)'. Then 0 is hypocontinuous, but is not continuous. Now
we shall consider two elements S = δ(y-x) e g'(g) and f = tf (Λ + J ) e &(£?'\
Since δ', ^ COCJ it follows from Example 1 that the (̂ -convolution S*ΘT can
be defined and belongs to O'c(Q)f). However, we can show that S*ΘT does not
belong to ά/(Q)r). In fact, 5(S) = e" 2 W ^ and 9(f)=e2*/s^. Therefore we have
0(9(5) (ί), 3(f)(f)) = l. On the other hand 3(^(g)l) = l, which leads us to a
contradiction: S*θf = ί(g)l $ ̂ /(2)').

The following example indicates some cases where the convolution map
*: 9t x di-^R is continuous and the spaces 91 ̂  £ί, H satisfy the properties
stipulated in Theorem 2, which we may apply to the existence and the as-
signed continuity of the convolution map *θ: dt(E) x 3C(F)->1(G).

EXAMPLE 5. We shall consider the twelve cases given in the following
table, where 9t, 3i, £ are chosen from the classical spaces of distributions.

1

2

3*

4

5*

6

9ί

Q)

2)

2)

2)

2>

άT

2)

g
&

6/

άf'

ύf

SL

2)

8

8'
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7*

8

9

10*

11

12

ό?

O'c

&'

&

&

S'

O'c

O'c

&

ά?

O'c

O'c

O'c

&

O'c

O'c

In each case the continuity of the convolution map *: 9ί x £K-+ £ is easily
proved. 91 is a nuclear ^-normal space, possesses the strict approximation
property and &'c is barrelled. Therefore according to Theorem 2 we can infer
that the convolution map *θ: 96 (E) x cK(F)-+M(G) is defined and separately
quasi-continuous (resp. hypocontinuous, resp. continuous) when θ is separately
continuous (resp. hypocontinuous, resp. continuous). It is to be noticed that in
the cases 3*, 5*, 7*, 10* the spaces indicated in the last column cannot gener-
ally be replaced by the spaces 2), άP, & and & respectively. The proof may
be carried out just as in Example 4 and shall be omitted.
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